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ZAR AND INTERFORUM BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP AGREEMENT

INTERFORUM

Tour cost of $675 USD (Payable to LIVEBYZAR for fees in transportation and accommodation.) and include:
    A -  4 days,3 nights
    B -  Private projects real estate tour
    C -  Accommodations for 2 adults
    D -  Transportation from and to the airport, as well as to every project
    E -  One -on-one support by Mexican real estate expert
    F -  Pre visit on line Mexican Real Estate Classes
    G - Tour cost credit to buyer
    H - Prospect tour registration will require to deposit  $_________fully refundable purchasing deposit. 
($5,000.00 US or $10,000.00 US reserve deposits, depends on the size of the condo, payable to Livebyzar.)

In charge of marketing and selling Zozaya properties for North Americans.
Developing key strategies to market and sell condos, such as having on Interforum o�ces a section of 
marketing/sales o�ce for promotion.
Marketing the destination.
Working together with Independent brokers from Chicago Area.
Knowledge and Expertise on how to own property in Mexico. (Livebyzar will provide all the legalities and 
details on this topic.)
Finding Clients to take the Fly and Buy Program.
Fly and Buy Program will consist of the following.
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FLY AND BUY CLIENTELE is already �ltered, more than one face to face engagement to ensure he is a 
potential client according to Interforum.
In charge of setting up property management for all their clients, after being introduced to two di�erent 
companies that we work with and will be in charge of  managing everything locally.

COMPENSATION

4% of our ongoing projects and a conditioned agreement to review after the �rst 10 sales.
Property management commissions are to be agreed with the property manager, usually goes 
around 20%-35% in the area.
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Providing History on our �rm and our renowned founder architect ENRIQUE ZOZAYA, video and marketing 
material.
Providing info and marketing material on all our On going Projects in the area.
Designing the Fly and Buy Program.
Assisting in Marketing the destination thru a collaborative campaign with Interforum.
Providing a full manual/Guide on how do Foreigners own in Mexico, easy to explain and very visual.
Managing all the ONLINE COURSES prior to clients �ying in Zihuatanejo.
Once clients here arranging all accommodations, transportations and tours with a real estate expert from 
our o�ce.
For Clients down in Zihuatanejo o�ering them the Experience Zihua, Experience Troncones or Experience 
Ixtapa tour were not only real estate we will plan a perfect day of things you must do when you are in the 
area, we will have a top 10 things to do in each area for them to choose and we will take care of the rest. 
(Activities such as boat rides in the paci�c coast, architectural tour, �shermen pueblo tour, best restaurants 
in the area, best spas/massages, etc.)
Providing Buy – Sell agreements and closing the deal.
Assistance thru all the buying process until they move in and get title. 
Working with architects to personalize their new home, restrictions do apply.
Building long term relationships with our clients, they become our family.

COMPENSATION

2 % total of sales, of our ongoing projects and a conditioned agreement to review after the �rst 10 
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